
The 2023 Walkathon is a The 2023 Walkathon is a CCoolloorr  RRuunn!!

Get Ready for Friday!

We've been having a great time with the Boosters.com program for
our annual Walkathon!

On May 12th, instead of our standard laps around the school, we
are going to be hosting a Color Run for the school! A color run is an
event where participants get a color thrown on them at certain
points along the track. (The color is a sort of chaulky powder).

Here's the set up for our day:

AM:AM: Rehearsal for the whole school will take place in the gym for
the spring concert.

11:30-12:3011:30-12:30 Classes eat lunch on their own. Children must bring a
packed lunch and a drink for this day, unless they are one of the
five who ordered a bagged lunch ahead of time from our cafeteria.
No need for recess...we have a BIG outdoor recess next!



12:30-12:45 Eighth Graders get us warmed up to move!12:30-12:45 Eighth Graders get us warmed up to move!

12:45: Principal Pie-in-the-face (tonight's challenge reward)12:45: Principal Pie-in-the-face (tonight's challenge reward)

1:00-2:15 or 2:30 - The 1:00-2:15 or 2:30 - The CCoolloorr  RRuunn!!

Students will walk/run the track set up by Boosters.com getting
color thrown on them periodically.

For best results, students may prefer to bring/wear a whitea white
shirt shirt so that the colors show up better. (The color may stain -
make it a shirt you don't need.) Class t-shirtsClass t-shirts are also fine to
wear. Shorts and gym shoesShorts and gym shoes complete the attire. (Modest
length shorts required)
Volunteers will be gentle throwing color and are aiming for
torsos, but if you are concerned about the possibility of your
child getting colored dust in their eyes, feel free to send him
or her in with a set of goggles. goggles. Young children will NOTNOT be
throwing color on one another. Students in grades 6-8 will be
able to earn extra bags of color to throw on one another.
In case of light rain, the event might be able to proceed as
planned. In case of heavy rain, the students will be moved into
the gym for an alternate event.

Students have been earning prizes for fundraising over the last
several days. We are not yet at our goal of $12,000, so please
continue to seek pledges. Remember to set up matching funds if
your company sponsors that. Rewards and company matching are
viewable on your MyBooster dashboard.

Tonight's challenge:Tonight's challenge: The student with the most NEW  NEW pledges will
get to give Mrs. Ingram a pie in the face on the day of the
Walkathon!

 
 

Thank you for all of your help! Thank you for all of your help! Pray for sunshinePray for sunshine
on May 12!on May 12!
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